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Corellian Engineering Corporation YX-2000 Medium Freighter

        This the the CEC's newest freighter.  It was designed after a

successful prototype run(the fact that Jade, a smuggler wanted for crimes

against the Empire, stole one, and apparently kept it, helped their decision

immensely).  Of course, it is highly modifiable, but whether or not it is

successful remains to be seen.

        This freighter is one of the few highly quality ships produced by

Corellians in light of their recent local paranoia and xenophobia.  It was

released shortly after the Battle of Yavin, but sales are reportedly low.

        Jade(my brother's PC), stole the prototype for this ship from the

Imperial Governor of Dressel(Prune Head's planet), after crash landing his

original ship, a battered YT-1300 that was taken by the Imperials and sold

to Drierdan Pax, a hunter whose single goal is to kill Jade(it's a long

story).  His prototype is a heavily modified luxury vessel, quite a contrast

to the spartan production model.

Craft: Stock Medium Freighter

Class: Space Transport

Size: Small (50 m long)

Hyperdrive: x3 (backup x20)

Passangers: 1

Cargo Capacity: 1,500 tons

Consumables: 3 months

Cost: 300,000(new)

Maximum Speed In Space: Attack (5 squares/action)

Atmospheric Speed: 540 km/h (8 squares/action)

Crew: 1 to 3 (Normal +2)

Initiative: +3 (+1 size, +2 crew)

Maneuver: +3 (+1 size, +2 crew)

Defense: 21 (+1 size, +10 armor)

Shield Points: 30 (DR 10)

Hull Points: 120 (DR 10)
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